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QUESTION 1

Case Study: 1

 

Current environment

Humongous Insurance has three departments to handle claim types: HMO, PPO, and Gold.

The company uses handwritten forms to send claims information to the correct department.

Each department maintains a workbook to record calls received.

 

Requirements.

Support desk

Configure the system to track the number of insurance claims filed each year.

Categorize claims by type as they are opened.

Configure the system to track staff responsiveness to service-level agreements (SLAs).

Ensure that business hours reflect the hours that support staff are scheduled.

Requirements. Case handling

All new cases must be automatically placed into a queue based on insurance type after the type is
selected.

All insurance types need to be automatically moved to the proper queue when the subject is picked.

All cases must be created and closed immediately when received.

The status reason must be set to Email Sent or Phone Call.



Information must be restricted by insurance and phone call type.

Managers must be alerted when customers reach their limit of 25 cases for the year.

Changes to cases must not be counted against entitlements until the case is closed.

Requirements. Disputes

Claim disputes must be categorized as low priority.

The status for all disputed cases must be set to Review by a Manager before a disputed case may be
closed.

Requirements. Knowledge base

A knowledge base must be used as a repository for all answers.

Representatives must be able to search the knowledge base when opening a new case for similar
claims.

Representatives must be able to search across all entities at all times.

Searches must check any field in the entity for matches in a single search.

Searches must return results in a single list and sort the list so that the most relevant results appear
at the top of the list.

Representatives must be able to link the knowledge base to cases when applicable.

Representatives must create a new knowledge base article if an answer is not found in the existing
knowledge base.

Representatives must be able to use SQL-like syntax to search the knowledge base.

Requirements. Service-level agreements

When a customer calls to open a claim, the company must respond to the caller within the following
time frames:

Requirements. Alerts



Cases must be flagged when they are past the SLA threshold.

An email alert must be sent to the manager to indicate an SLA noncompliance.

An email alert must be sent to representatives for SLA violations as follows: HMO 2 hours prior and
PPO 1 hour prior.

Send an email alert to support managers when disputes are ready to be closed.

Send an email alert to customers when cases are closed.

Requirements. Issues

The current process is all manual and not efficient.

There is no easy way to determine whether the company is meeting its SLAs.

Representatives are often inconsistent regarding how they handle customers and answer customer
questions.

There is no accountability for any of the representatives who take calls.

Question No. 1

You need to configure the system to store answers about claims.

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move all actions from the list to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.



Correct Answer:

Explanation/Reference:

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-service/customer-service-hub-user-guide-
knowledge-article



QUESTION 2

A company uses Dynamics 365 for Customer Service.
You need to document the case resolution process.
How are each of the cases resolved? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Correct Answer:



QUESTION 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in
the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might
have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these
questions will not appear in the review screen.
You are implementing Dynamics 365 Customer Service for a call center. There are separate queues
for level1 and level2.
You need to set up the queues to meet the following requirements:
Users must have their own queues that no one else can access.
Users must not be able to view each other's queue.
Users must be able to work from the support queue.
Solution:
Set up each user queue to be private.
Set up level1 and level2 queues to be public and add applicable members.
Set up the support queue to be private.
Does the solution meet the goal?

YesA.
NoB.

Correct Answer: A

Explanation/Reference:

Explanation:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-service/set-up-queues-manage-activities-
cases



QUESTION 4

Customer service representatives are not able to manually add service-level agreements (SLAs) to a
record.
You need to enable on-demand SLAs.
What should you do?

Configure the scope of the workflowA.
Publish the on-demand SLAB.
Activate the SLAC.
Request an administrator to add the SLA field to the entityD.
formReferences:https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-
engagement/customer-service/define-service-levelagreements

Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 5

You use Dynamics 365 for Customer Service administrator. You plan to create Voice of the Customer
surveys.
You need to determine which survey question feature is needed to complete the design of the survey.
Which survey features should you use? To answer, select the appropriate survey type in the dialog
box in the answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.



Correct Answer:



QUESTION 6

Case Study: 3

Mix Questions

MB-230 Mix Questions IN THIS CASE STUDY

Question No. 15

You manage Dynamics 365 for Customer Service.

You need to configure automatic case creation for emails received by customers who have a support
contract.

What should you do?
Configure service level agreements to be on hold until a call can be made to the customer.A.
Create an automatic record creation and update rule. Set the source type to email. Configure theB.



rule to send automatic email responses to customers when records are created.
Create an automatic record creation and update rule. Set the source type to service activity.C.
Configure the rule to send automatic email responses to customers when records are created.
Create an automatic record creation and update rule. Set the source type to email. If a validD.
entitlement exists, configure the rule to create a case.

Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 7

You use Dynamics 365 for Customer Service.
You need to create business process flows.
Which three entities can you use? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

GoalA.
CaseB.
LetterC.
Social activityD.
Rollup queriesE.

Correct Answer: B,C,D

QUESTION 8

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in
the series contains a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might
have more than one correct solution, while others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these
questions will not appear in the review screen.
You are configuring a business process flow for a case entity.
All cases must be flagged for review.
You need to complete configuration of the business process flow.
Solution: Create an action that generates a task record that is assigned to the case reviewer and
appends the text Ready for review to the case topic.
Does the solution meet the goal?

YesA.
NoReferences:https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/business-applications-release-B.
notes/april18/microsoft-flow/add-actionbusiness- process-flow



Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 9

You are an Omnichannel supervisor for a company.
The company wants to deploy an Omnichannel Insights dashboard.
You need to set up and monitor KPIs.
In which section is each KPI located? To answer, drag the appropriate sections to the correct KPIs.
Each section may be used once, more than once, of not at all. You may need to drag the split bar
between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Correct Answer:



Explanation/Reference:

Explanation:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-service/omnichannel-insights-dashboard

QUESTION 10

You are using Dynamics 365 for Customer Service.
You need to automate the process of adding cases to a queue.
What should you do?

Use routing rulesA.
Use the convert activities functionality with casesB.
Use the add to queue button on a caseC.
Use the Assign button on a caseD.

Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 11

You need to select the feature for each parameter.
Which feature should you use for each parameter? To answer, select the appropriate options in the
answer area.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.





Correct Answer: 

Explanation/Reference:

Explanation:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/customer-service/create-operating-hours


